Brief Historical Time: Crystal Children, Indigos, and their Predecessors
By Margo Ross
These unusual children and adults are gifted anomalies incarnated as humans on Earth for a specific
purpose. In simplest terms, they are ambassadors of healing the Earth and everyone and thing on it.
The first REAL wave of "ambassadors" (a.k.a. starseed, angels, healers, lightworkers, shamans, etc.) were
native Americans as they healed and harmonized with mother earth, but Europeans put an end to that and
eventually to the native American way of living. These people & their descendants then gradually gained the
power monopoly over most of the planet for the next 300 years and today.
The ravages of World War I inspired a second attempt at sending in ambassadors with the message of peace
as single, unique entities. However, one can see that Gandhi, Mother Teresa, Edgar Cayce, and the like, did
not succeed as evidenced by WWII, the Holocaust, Hiroshima and so forth. It was decided that a real flood
of help was required on this highly damaged planet which was getting worse, not better.
A third wave came with the baby-boomers (1942-61). The political and social changes of the 1960’s was
first evidence of their en masse desire to have peace and healing on a transcendent level. But this wave is
different from all other ambassadors, in that their special programming for the “mission” was not fully
activated until later in life (during the 1980's and 90's). Before then, they thought they were 100% humans
and only recently did they feel, understand, act differently or become aware of their mission. So, now they
know their origins and purposes for the most part, and many of them became Indigo parents.
Indigo parents beget Indigo kids for the fourth wave of ambassadors. Indigo parents are especially
programmed to be very simpatico with these super intelligent, precocious, moody, and rambunctious
children. They help Indigo children actualize as they grow rather than waiting until they are 40 & 50something, like their parents did. Unfortunately, some parents who are not OK with these concepts put
Indigo kids on Ritalin and label them ADD instead. But the efficiency of this plan to breed more waves of
human ambassadors defeated itself over time—ambassadors designed to assimilate into a largely angry
humanity were also frustrated and injured by these strong raw emotions. So their offspring, Indigo children,
are the same--emotion, raw and frustrated at times. And a difficult type of child to rear!
So, a fifth wave came, generally being born in the 1990’s to now. They resemble the ambassadors of the
first and second waves. Crystal children rarely need guidance or actualization—they’re already brilliant,
skilled, insightful and active from birth! As infants they heal on touch, they are amazingly wise beyond even
Indigo years, skills and insights that defy measure, think and learn incredibly fast, and they have the
patience and forgiveness of angels. But they are still just children, so they too are difficult to parent.
There are researchers who think a sixth wave of ambassadors is arriving now in the new millennium and
Crystal children are becoming passé just as the other waves were! Perhaps you know people of each wave.
Perhaps you are an ambassador too. If so, go click and read the article "100th Monkey!"
Many books and websites are available on these subjects. Visit the links page of IndigoAnswers.com for
suggestions.
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